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            The Frustrated State: Thank you to key supporters


            
                Renai LeMay -                 25/09/2018                0            



            
                The publication of The Frustrated State would not have been possible without the following individuals and organisations, who directly contributed $75 or more each to the book during its successful Kickstarter campaign.            


            
        


        
	
 

	

        
            
                
                            

            The Frustrated State: The Tree Changer


            
                Renai LeMay -                 24/09/2018                0            



            
                Rohan Latimer describes himself as a “Web Dev Magician”. “I’ve been a freelance developer my whole life,” he says.            


            
        


        
	
 

	

        
            
                
                            

            The Frustrated State: The Change Agent


            
                Renai LeMay -                 24/09/2018                0            



            
                Vladimir Lasky would be the first to admit that he hasn’t had a stereotypical, easy to predict career.            


            
        


        
	
 


	

	

        
            
                
                            

            Delimiter has shut down


            
                Renai LeMay -                 22/11/2016                0            



            
                Delimiter has now gone into cold storage.            


            
        


        
	
 

	

        
            
                
                            

            Labor slams Turnbull’s NBN “broken promises”


            
                Daniel Palmer -                 19/09/2016                0            



            
                The Labor Party has hit out at what it calls Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull's "broken promises" over the NBN rollout and listed a number of perceived "stuff-ups" during his first year of office.            


            
        


        
	
 

	

        
            
                
                            

            Stephen Conroy announces retirement from Senate


            
                Daniel Palmer -                 19/09/2016                0            



            
                Labor Senator Stephen Conroy has made the surprise announcement that he is to retire from Senate later this month.            


            
        


        
	
 
            

        
 
    
 

 


	
	
            

                
				
    

	    
		    
                		    

	    


        

            
                            


            
                            


            
                            

        

    


    
        
            
ABOUT US
Welcome! We were an energetic and engaged community of Australians who worked with or who were interested in technology -- all sorts of IT professionals, IT managers, CIOs, tech policy-makers and tech enthusiasts.



All content published by LeMay & Galt Media Pty Ltd.
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